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ABOUT STERLING
FLEET OUTFITTERS
Sterling Fleet Outfitters is home to craftsmen and
technicians just like you. Because we’ve been in your
shoes, we listen closely and are aware of the challenges
you face every day. The demands of the workforce
aren’t going away, in fact they are increasing. The
demands from consumers for high speed internet
across North America, are resulting in a greater need
for you to increase your productivity and quickly change
in a fast paced world. This is a job you can’t do on your
own. You need a mobile work space that can meet all
those demands and make you the ultimate Fiber Optic
Splicing Technician. Sterling’s capsule is just the thing
to help you get more done.
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CAPSULE OVERVIEW
AND BENEFITS
The turnkey mobile work shop designed
specifically for the Fiber Optic Splicing
Technician. Looking to maximize
efficiency and decrease downtime?
This is the ultimate solution for your Fiber
Splicing needs.
MANEUVERABLE, LOW LIFETIME COST,
BOOSTS EFFICIENCY

VERSATILE
›› Universal Fit:
Fits on any domestic ¾ ton truck; Ford, Dodge, or GM.
›› Ideal for Leasing:
Ideal when you need to lease a truck for a 2-3 year
contract. No need to spend time and money having to
strip down a van after your contract is done.
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LOW LIFETIME COST
›› Outlasts Your Truck:
This capsule is able to outlive the truck you install it on.
We have just transfered a capsule to our customers 3rd
truck.
›› Improves Fuel Costs:
At only 1500 lbs fully upfitted, the lightweight fiberglass
capsule lessens the load on your truck, allowing you to use
less gasoline.
›› No Service Required:
Unlike a trailer or other cap brands, our slide-in service
body doesn’t need to be serviced. We just suggest you
check the clamping mechanism is secured every 2
months.
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MANEUVERABLE
›› Off-Road Capability:
It will go anywhere your truck can go. Ideal for rural
commutes.
›› Simplified Parking:
Perfect for city parking, no more trying to fit a truck and
trailer into small spots. Equipped with a back-up camera,
you’re sure to park with ease.
›› No Jackknifing:
Reverse at any angle you’d like!
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BOOSTS EFFICIENCY
›› Quick to Deploy/Set-Up:
There is no need to hookup/unhook it, saving at least
30 minutes a day. Once on your job site, the capsule is
ready for work - no set up time!
›› Capable of Multiple Applications:
For those that offer multiple services, the versatile
capsule can be utilized for many different types of work.
›› Transferable:
This capsule is transferable between domestic trucks
with either a 6.5’ or 8’ bed. Switch it over in just
minutes.
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LIGHTWEIGHT
›› 1500 lbs fully outfitted
›› Aerodynamic nose cone
keeps fuel costs down

DURABLE
›› This one piece, fiberglass
unit with reinforcements
can conquer your toughest
working conditions and the
roughest terrain.
›› No water leakage or
condensation on the walls.
Keeps you and your valuable
tools dry while working
in the elements.
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FEATURES
A. Clamping Ladder Rack:
Easy access to your ladder when
parked. Safe and secure while
driving.
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B. Amber Beacon:
Lets the public know when you
are at work, keeping you safe.
C. Low Profile AC Unit:
Keeps your work space at the
optimal temperature for Fiber
Splicing and for your comfort.
D. Window:
Gives you a boost of natural light
while working at the interior bench.
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A. Puck Lock:
Maintain maximum security with
the use of a heavy duty Puck Lock.
B. Generator Compartment:
Built in Generator Compartment
with slide-out generator drawer
and vented locking door. Keep
unwanted fumes and noise
separate from your workspace.
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C. Fiber Optic Access Door:
Open the large door to bring
in your cables, close the large
door and keep the small door
open to maintain the optimal
temperature in your workspace
while splicing.
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A. LED Lighting:
Strategically located above the
bench to provide you the optimal
amount of light for your splicing
activities.
B. Power Distribution Center:
Combination 120VAC/12VDC
power distribution center
provides the power needed to
supply all of your requirements.

C. No Slip Rubber Mat:
Super grip surface keeps feet
firmly planted in the most
slippery conditions. Toughest
mat on the market for extreme
durability and long lifespan.

E. Clamp System for Truck:
The quick clamp system holds
the work shop to your truck. No
drilling required, which keeps
your truck in great condition
when you want to resell.

D. Shelf Unit with Locking Door:
Storage space for your most
valuable tools.

F. Work Bench:
Spacious 84” splicing bench with
a black countertop to provide
better visibility of optical fibers.
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INDUSTRY LEADING
WARRANTY
10 Years — Capsule and Aluminum Equipment
5 Years — LED Lighting
1 Year — On other Electrical
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CONTACT US TODAY
FOR A QUOTE
inquiries@sterlingfleetoutfitters.com
1.888.214.0333

5510 192 Street, Surrey, BC V3S 8E5
888.214.0333

